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Website Optimization
A phrase used to describe the procedures to optimize 
the speed at which your website loads in a Web 
browser. This type of optimization generally involves 
editing your website to optimize scripts, HTML or CSS 
code for faster loading. It's also reduces the number of 
components such as images, scripts, or video 
components that are needed to render the webpage.



Why Optimization
❖Latency matters. 

➢ Amazon found every 100ms of latency cost them 1% in 
sales. 

➢ Google found an extra .5 seconds in search page generation 
time dropped traffic by 20%. 

➢ A broker could lose $4 million in revenues per millisecond if 
their electronic trading platform is 5 milliseconds behind 
the competition.

❖For impatient web users, web page loading should not be greater 
than the blink of visitor eye.

http://glinden.blogspot.com/2006/11/marissa-mayer-at-web-20.html
http://www.tabbgroup.com/PublicationDetail.aspx?PublicationID=346


Why Optimization

The data comes from an infographic compiled by OnlineGraduatePrograms.com,

http://www.snackr.com/s/55cce2


Optimization

❖ Front End Optimization

❖ Back End Optimization 



Front end Optimization
❖Compress your html, assets(css,js)
❖Optimise/Combine assets(js,css)
❖Make fewer http requests
❖Move your assets at bottom
❖Use lazy loading
❖Use image sprites (css3embed), avoid iframes,



Front end Optimization
❖Optimize assets

➢ Use CDN
➢ Place assets on cookie-free domain

❖Reduce DNS lookups
❖Remove duplicate assets
❖Use expires header



Backend optimization
❖Use a CDN
❖Varnish
❖Memcache
❖Opcache
❖Index database tables (use dbtuner)



Backend optimization (Authenticated)

❖Use authcache
❖ESI , authcache ESI module
❖BigPipe!



Performance improvements in Drupal 8

❖Asset system is for serving assets
❖Entity caching in Core
❖Caching enabled by default
❖Assets aggregation



Cache API
❖Cache Tags
❖Cache contexts
❖Cache Max-age
❖Cache Invalidations



Cache Tags
→ For dependencies on data managed by Drupal, 

like entities & configuration
→ I’m rendering a block based on the country 

context , that can be outdated , :(
→  we have cache:tags here. 

 $build[‘#cache’][tags][] = ‘node:5’;



Cache Contexts
→ Caching something by variations.
→ The data that I’m caching is varying by some 

variations like permissions , language, url, 
country specific ?

 
$build[‘#cache’][‘contexts’][] = ‘user.permission’;
$build[‘#cache’][‘contexts’][] = ‘country’;



Cache Max-age
→ Sometimes, render arrays becomes outdated, if 

we need permanent max time.
→ we have max-age

 $build[‘#cache’][max-age][] = Cache::
PERMANENT;



Bigpipe
→ Bigpipe
→ Dynamic Page Cache
→ Page Cache
→ Varnish/CDN



Pagecache
Drupal don’t need to do any nothing before 
replying.

❖For non personalized pages
❖Enabled by default in Drupal 8



ab -c1 -n 10



ab -k -c1 -n 10



ab -k -c10 -n 10



Dynamic Page cache

❖For authenticated users
❖Enabled by default in Drupal 8



ab -c1 -n 10 -C 
SESS3a01eec4189fa03554ca74065aed5cfa



ab -c10 -n 10 -C 
SESS3a01eec4189fa03554ca74065aed5cfa



Bigpipe
1. During rendering, the personalized parts are turned into placeholders.
2. By default, Drupal 8 uses the Single Flush strategy (aka "traditional") for replacing the 

placeholders. i.e. we don't send a response until we've replaced all placeholders.
3. The BigPipe module introduces a new strategy, that allows us to flush the initial page 

first, and then stream the replacements for the placeholders.
4. This results in hugely improved front-end/perceived performance (watch the 40-second 

screencast above).

❖For authenticated users

❖Proposed to get included in 8.1 as experimental



ab -c10 -n 10 -C 
SESS3a01eec4189fa03554ca74065aed5cfa



ab -c10 -n 10 -C 
SESS3a01eec4189fa03554ca74065aed5cfa



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JwzX0Qv6u3A


Tools
❖ Google Pagespeed insights
❖YSLOW
❖Apache Benchmarking for stress
❖JMeter / Blazemeter



Questions ?



Thanks!
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